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Conflict
Van
Valkenburgh mars
resigns

By And rea Rrask er
NEWS EDITOR
Former Director of Safety and Security Mark
Van Valkenburgh resigned from Colby in
mid July for unspecified reasons, according
to John Frechette, acting director of Safety
and Security.
"Mark had decided that it was time he and
Colby parted ways and it was time he resign,"
said Frechette.
Van Valkenburgh declined to comment.
Frechette, who carne to Colby in June of 1989
as a security supervisor, was promoted to
Photo by Katherine Bordvxll assistant director of Security and will serve as
Students waited patiently in long lines for theirfavorite classes last Sunday:
acting director "until they [the administration]
decide just what direction the department's
going in," said Frechette.
"We're looking at a lot of potential changes,"
he said. "Colby is one of those institutions
that changes a lot, we are there [at that point]
right now."
from the Colby Renovation Budget, which is
appropriated annually by the Board of
By Jody Gould
Trustees, according to Yasinski.
STAFF WRITER
The Therapy Center will be dedicated on
November 8, 1991 to Carl Nelson, long time
Colby began four major renovations to its athletic trainer at Colby. It will be located
campus this summer, one of which resulted between the Alfond Arena and the swimming
in the large hole in what used to be the pool.
Lovejoy faculty parking lot.
"The athletic department needed more
"One [of the four sites] is the Carl Nelson space to fit thehealth needsof Colby athletics,"
Therapy Center, another is the Lunder said Nelson. Nelson said the training room
Admissions Houseand the third isan addition has been "sorely needed" at Colby, and he
to Lovejoy. The fourth project is the feels honored at the dedication.
completion and continuation of the Bixler
Yasinski is optimistic that the therapy
building,"said Earl Smith,dean of the college. center will be com pleted by late October. The
The renovations and additions to Lovejoy funding for this project comes from gifts by
are the most noticeable work taking place on friends and alumnae.
campus. Renovations will include the
"The lead gift came from Harold Alfond,"
Photo by Katherine Bordwell
conversion of some offices to classrooms and said Yasinski. Alfond is a Waterville resident
Frechette
acting
Director of Saf ety and
,
improvements in the heating system. This and Colby alumnus who has provided John
project, costing $1,600,000, should be funding for many other Colby projects. Security.
completed by the fall of 1992, according to "Alfond put to us a 'challenge grant.'We [the
Administrative Vice President Arnold college] had to attain an equal or greater Frechette believes that thedepartment'smain
Yasinski.
value of the money that Alfond gave to us. function is to "assist the student body on
[We] have been very conscious to match This was readily done." Alfond had put up achieving their goals with as few problems as
possible."
the architecture [of Lovejoy]," said Yasinski, $200,000 of the needed $425,000.
"with that of the other buildings on the
The architect for the Nelson Center is Buell Though the majority of the problems Safety
and Security deal with are alcohol related,
quadrangle." The architect is Scott Teas of Hemingway from Portland.
TFH Associates in Portland.
Phase one of the Bixler construction, Frechettedoes not forsee any problems with
"The goal of all of this new construction," includingtheconstructionoftheDavisGallery enforcing the alcohol policy this year.
said Yasinski, "is to provideeverydepartment and the renovation of the Jette* Gallery, has Students, he said, must realize that "if they're
with a seminar room." Lovejoy is the most been completed. The Davis Gallery and Art going to drink they're still responsible for
heavily used classroom building on campus. Archives opened to the public on August 22, themselves."
The humanities and the social sciences are 1991. Assistant Director of the museum Lynn Within the Security department Frechette will
both in dire need of thisextra space,according Marsden-Atlass is "delighted that it is finally have to deal with the newly formed union, of
which he is not a member.
to Yasinski.
finished."
'Theupcomingconstruction willbc taking
Phase two of thc Bixler project,completion "As thesupervisor and part of management I
place during the day but the blasting should of three new classrooms and renovations to am not subject to be part of thc bargaining
be finished either before classes or within the the art and music library, began in July, 1991. un it," he said. "I think both Colby and the
first week," said Yasinski. 'The noise level The funding is coming from grants and gifts union arc trying to work oufran arrangement
will still be greater than usual but not to the totalling $1,535,000. Thc construction should that both sides can agree to."
Frechette is looking forward to a good and
same extent. The new building will not be be completed by the fail of 1992. ' '
.
connected to Lovejoy until the summer of'92,
"It has long sinccbccn recognized that the uneventful'year.
after classes arc completed ."
Art and Musicdcpartmentnecdcd monospace "The student body here is ' fairly well
All of the funding for this project is coming
behaved," he said.Q
Continued on p age 6
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By Emily Chapman
STAFF WRITER

An oversight in scheduling of the Colby
calender caused the first day of classes to fall
on the Jewish new year, Rosh Hashana,
creating a conflict for Colby's Jewish
population which resulted in the cancellation
of twenty-threeclasseson Monday,September
9 and Tuesday, September 10, according to a
notice sent to students.
The scheduling problem was a topic in a
letter Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger sent
to all students in early August.
'This is a very unique occurrence because
Rosh Hashana is occurring so early," she
said.
Colby made transportation available from
camp us to Tem ple Beth Israel in town for
both Sund ay n ight and Monday morning
services, according to Seitzinger. Students
who chose to attend services in Waterville or
remain at home were excused from the first
day of classes and from registration. Few
students chose this option, particularly firstyear students for whom thefirst day of classes
is especially important.
Numerous parents have called to
complain, according to Seitzinger.
I cancelled my classesbecause I'm Jewish
and I don't teach on Rosh Hashana," said
Sandy Maisel , chair of the government
department. "Jewish students shouldn 't be
faced with the decision to go to class or not
[on such an important holiday]."
Roger Schulman '92 said he probably
would not have come back to Colby until
Tuesday if he hadn 't been required to as a
member of Hall Staff, and did not attend
classes on Monday.
"I think for a school who talks so much
about diversity and being sensitive to different
ethnic backgrounds it was a bad decision/'Q

Crime wave
greets
student s
By Craig Appelbaum
EDITOR

Recent thefts in Mary Low, Butler, and
Grossman Residence Halls have served notice
to the campus that Colby is not crime-free.
In Grossman, one woman's three-month
old mountain bicycle was taken from the
first-floor lounge.
"The wheel of the bike was attached to thc
frame, but thc bike itself was attached to
nothing," said acting Director of Safety and
Security John Frechette.
Continued on page6

Cultural Room Opening

News Briefs
Squeeze will replace
J.T. at fall concert

Squeeze will replace James
Taylor as Colby's fall concert
booking. The tentative date for
their performance is October 19th
or 20th, and tickets probably
won't run above $16,said Student
Association Social Chair John
Yormak '93. The estimated cost
for James Taylor tickets was
between $20 and $30.
Yormak began preparing for
a replacement this summer after
hearing rumors that Taylor
would cancel all his fall
performance dates. Yormak
confirmed Squeeze after Taylor's
official cancellation, which was
due to "personal reasons,"
according to Taylor's agent.
Taylor was charging $68,000 for
his performance,but Squeeze will
charge $20,000.
Yormak thinks students will
feel positively about the change.
"Pretty much everyone I
talked to seemsto behappyabout
it," he said. (T.H.)

Pugh Named New
Trustee Chair

Lawrence Pugh '56 replaced
H. Ridgely Bullock '55as chair of
theboard of trustees this summer,
according to President of the
College William Cotter.
Pugh was electedto the trustee
board in 1981 and served on the
Colby 2000 Campaign, as well as
the Trustee Commission on
Campus Life, the committee
which recommended that Colby
no longer recognize fraternities,

according to a release from Public
Affairs.
Pugh is C.E.O. for the V.F.
Corporation,which "makes Leeand
Wrangler jeans," said Cotter. The
VF Corp. is the biggest American

signed by the Ivy League
schools,according to Cotter. The
decision to break up the
organization came amidst an
anti-trust investigation by the
Justice Department. While no
formal suit has been filed, the
Justice Department is still
requestinginformation form the
schools.
"We hope it will be ended in
the next few months," said
Cotter. (A.K.)

If s a Boy

File P hoto

LawrencePugh '56
textile manufacturer.
Pugh lives in Wyomissing, Pa
with his wifeJean '55.Deborah,one
of Pugh's twodaughters,graduated
from Colby in 1980, according to
Public Affairs. (A.K.)

Butler Court busted

Two parties this week held by
off-campus Colby students living
at Butler Court were broken up by
the Waterville police, according to
an item in the police blotter. (A.K.)

Ivies sign consent decree
ending overlap

The group of 23 colleges known
as the "overlap group," which met
yearly to discuss student financial
aid packages, will no longer be
meeting, according to Colby
President William Cotter.
"Overlap is for all purposes
ended," said Cotter.
A consent decree has been

Associate Dean of Faculty
Margrit Lichterfeld-Thomashas
recently given birth to her first
child , a boy named Eva n
MacLeod Thomas.
"It is one of the most
miraculous things that has ever
happened to my husband and
me," she said.
Thomas' nine
week
maternity leave will be over in
three weeks, and she will return
to her position at Colby. No one
isreplacing her during her leave.
(T.H.)

. Large number living
off-campus

Nearly twenty-five percent
of the class of 1992 is living offcampus this year, said Dean of
Housing Paul Johnston.
Johnston also does not forsee
the need to allow others offcampus in the spring.
'There will be fewer people
here in total next semester, so
there is no need to increase the
size of off-campus students to
fit people into rooms," he said.
Because of this, there will
likely be no off-campus lottery
for the spring, although in
December Johnston will
reevaluatethe housing situation
to determine if such a lottery is
necessary. (C.A)

By Amanda Hallowell
MANAGING EDITOR
:
Grits and chitlins are parts of
Southern culture.Eating with your
hands is a part of Indian culture.
Buddhism is part of Japanese
culture. But, many people eat grits,
many people eat with their hands,
and many non-Japanesepeople are
Buddhists. Multicultural means all
cultures,all waysof life. The Marson
Multicultural Center, is a place for
everyone,and will open this Friday
at 5 p .m. in the Student Center
A brainstorming committee
made up of faculty, students, and
deans, met last spring to discuss
plans for a place where people could
"exchange ideas and knowledge
about their culture outside of the
said Dean of
classroom,"
Intercultural Affairs ,Victoria
Hershey.
Hershey said members of the
committee are concerned about the
stigmas attached to the word
"multicultural".Theroom,she said,
is not an ethnic center or an
international students'lounge,but
a place for the entire Colby
community to meet and share their
culture with each other, be it
midwestern United States or
Moroccan.
"If someone wants to display
their family tree from Nebraska,
that'sfineaslongaswehaveenough
information." said Robin Fort, StuA cultural chair.
The aim of the room is to
"breakdown stereotypes and
barriers" said Hershey. The
committee hopes that it will be a
place for students to learn about
cultures they may only be familiar
with through stereotypes.
The group which planned the
room last spring consisted of
members of SOAR, SOBHU, the
International Club, hall staff, StuA, Dean Hershey, Associate Dean
of Students PaulJohnston, Director

of Student ActivitiesTullip Nieman,
and others who expressed interest
in a place where peoplecould learn
about other cultures in a relaxed
atmosphere.
With this in mind, Johnston
became involved in renovating the
club room in the Student Center,
which was designated by President
Cotter for the committee's use. The
room was donated to Colby by
alumni David and Dorothy Marson,
who are pleased with the changes
made to the club room, said
Hershey.
"President Cotter has reallybeen
the moving force behind it. It's sort
of his pet project," said Dean of .the
College Earl Smith. Hershey also
praised Cotter's hel pfulness in
facilitating the project by offering
them the club room, and credited
his support as the reason the
committee's ideas became a reality
so quickly.
The renovations cost around
$11,000. The stereo system,
television,and VCR were left to the
college by James M. Gillespie,
emeritus professor of psychology
and associate dean of students at
Colby, who died this past summer.
The room has new carpeting and
curtains,two couches,two chairs, a
coffee table,lamps,a television and
VCR with access to CNN and
SCOLA(an international station), a
short wave radio, a stereo system, a
magazine rack with a variety of
domestic and international
newspapers and magazines, and a
map of the world.
The committee hopes that
students and faculty will decorate
the walls with exhibits which show
lifestyles outside of Colby. They also
hope that other groups will both
donate subscriptions for other
publications and compile exhibits
to decorate the room.
Johnston antici pates that the
room will eventually become too
small to handle the amount of use it
Continued on page 5

Gordon welcomed to Philosophy Department
By Laura Pavlenko
FEATURES EDITOR

Jill Gordon, the first woman to
Philosophy
join
Colby's
department, has one small request
upon her arrival at Colby.
"I want to learn to ice skate on
Johnson Pond," said Jill Gordon,
who is the faculty resident in Small
Residence Hall. She is also hoping
that her fear of heights won't keep
her from learning to downhill ski at
Suga rloa f ,a nother goal for her first
winter in Maine.
Gordon said she is impressed
with both the faculty and the
students at Colby. "None of the
faculty arc even luke-warm about
being here. There is a vitality to
students at Colby. People are so
lively,excited to be back again. I'm
glad because these are the people
who will bcinmy classes,"shesaid .
Gordon is also pleased with thc
administration's focus on diversity

and other issues such as date raptf
and alcohol awareness.
"There is an awareness here that
I haven't seen on other college
campuses," she said.
Gordon has come to Colby from
the Illinois Institute of Technology
(HT) in Chicago, where she spent
last year teaching philosophy
courses and an 'introduction, to
humanities' course. At Colby, she
will specializein ancient philosophy
and political philosophy.
Cheshire Calhoun,another new
philosophy professor,jo insGordon
as the first women to j oin the
philosophy department at Colby.
"I'm happy that Cheshire is
here," said Gordon. "I'm glad we
came at the same time, because she
has ten or eleven years teaching
experience. This is my first realjob."
Gordon added that philosophy
departments traditionally do not
have many women. At ITT, for
example, Gordon was the only
woman in the philosop hy

Photo by KatlierineBordwett
J ill Gordon, new Philosophy
Prof essor.
department and at the University
of Texas (UT), Gordon saw the first
woman philosophy professor gain
tenure at an institution with 40
philosop hy professors.
Born in Minnesota and raised in
Arizona , Gordon received her
bachelor's degree from Claremont

McKenna College in California. In
her junior 3'ear she decided that her
true love was philosophy. Gordon
graduated with a double major in
philosophy and economics.
She did her master's degree
workat Brown beforegoingto work
at UT,where Gordon taught courses
and began work on her dissertation.
It was also at UT that she first
applied for a job at Colby College.
Two years ago,Gordon applied
for a tenure-track position at Colby
as a professor specializing in ancient
philosophy. She made it to the
second stage of interviews before
withdrawing her application to stay
closeto her "significantother/' back
in Chicago, Glenn Munkvold.
La st January, Gordon and
Munkvold weremarried. But when
Colby did not fill thc ancient
philosophy position,Gordon saw it
asa sign that sheshould go to Colby
even though her husband would
remain in Chicago. She and
Munkvold are adjusting to being

away from one another and are
keepingin contact through Colby's
e-mail system.And since Gordon is
not teaching January, she plans to
take a late honeymoon with her
husband to the Caribbean.
In her spare time, Gordon likes
to participate in sports and plans to
get involved with intramural team
sports like basketball. After being
at UT, where the best fieldhouse
facilities were for varsity athletes
only, she is amazed at how
accessible the Colby fieldhouse is.
And if Gordon is not playing sports,
sheiswatchingthemon TV."Glenn
and I vowed not to watch sports at
home because it sucks up my time.
I'll watch anything. I'll even sit
down and say,Wow,it'sthecurling
competition!'" she said .
For now Gordon just wants her
students tobe "searching, learning,
and questioning forat least those50
minutes in class."Q
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Stu-A sets objectives
also being made through Stu-A. In
searching for appointees, Laidley
looksfor "people who are interested
in the subject matter and who will
take it as a very serious matter,
because that is what it is."Too often
when a student claims his or her
opinion was not voiced it is because
of a committee member or student
leader who did not attend a meeting,
said Laidley.
Alread y Social Chair Jon
Yormak '93 has events p lanned
through October. Band contracts are
almost finalized with The Spin
Doctors,Lucy Brown,and Squeeze,
set perform on October 20th .
Oktoberfest and a suitcase party
are his next projects.
"There tend to be a few less
dates"permissible for social events
because of campus lectures and the
Lovejoy convocation being held on
a Friday night, said Yormak.
For the first time the President's
Council and hall staff held their
retreats separately, said Soules,
though both groups felt the change
was a good idea.
"It was hel p ful because we were
able to focus on our issues," said
Parliamentarian Jason Hogg '93,
who attended last year 's retreat as a
council member.Q

By Karen Lipman
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
After returning from a three day
President's Council retreat held at
the New England music cam p,
Student Association [Stu-A|
President Jason Soules '93,and VicePresident Karen Laidley '93, are
read y to take on their
responsibilities.
Club fund-raising is a concern
on campus,said Soules,who added
that although there are more clubs
this year, there are not more fund s
to support all of them. The ability to
fund-raise would help clubs stay
alive.
"Why is it that some groups can
fund-raise and others aren 't
allowed?" he said.
Another concern is the parking
problem for off-campus students.
Faculty have taken over what was
previously the off-campus student
parking lot because the Lovejoy lot
was removed due to campus
renovations.
"We need to increase the input
[from students on these issues],"
said Soules.
Committee appointments are
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With ten percent of its members
minority students, the Colby Class
of 1995 is the "most diverse class"
Public Affairs photo enrolled in recent years, said Dean
of Admissions to Parker Beverage.
Stu-A Officers ,left to rig ht, Robin Fort , Kris Owens,J ason Soules,J on
Beverage said that achieving this
Yormak, KarenLaidley.
relatively high level of diversity has
been challenging. In 1990 and 1991,
recruiting students with diverse
backgrounds was difficult due to
the economicrecession and the lack
of seventeen-year olds eligible for
The C.A.B. does have decision college enrollment. Beverage also it
By Mark R. Muir
making power,but does not have a was difficult to attract minority
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
vote where issues of money are students to Maine, a homogeneous
mm ^^^ mmmBmmm ^mma ^^ msw^^^^^^^ mmmmmam ^u ^m ^KMi^^B ^mMm
state with the nation's lowest per
concerned.
"WMHB is still a community centage of minority students in
This summer WMHB, the radio station," Hermsen said. "We hi gher education.
But
efforts
to
recruit
college radio station, took out an need the community's help." In the
international
students
are
for
summer,
example,
the
majority
$8,000 loarwfrom the College to meet
"beginning
to
bear
fruit
,"
said
operating expenses and capital of programming slots are filled by
purchases. The loan, which will be non-Colby persons since most all Beverage. The class of 1995 has
paid back over a period of three students are away.Throughout the representatives from 22 countries,
years, was necessary because of school year the percentage of including Australia, Cambodia,
"more or less a financial oversi ght community disk jockeys to student Canada, Malaysia, Poland, South
last year," said Jay Hermsen '92, disk jo ckeysis about thirty percent, Africa, Sri Lanka, and Vietnam.
While many of these international
said Hermsen.
the station's general manager.
students
are refugees with
Rumors that WMHB was trying
Community involvement,
format, and dispelling rumors of a to become autonomous from Colby permanent residence in the Unites
movement toward autonomy are also surfaced last spring, but these States, others have come to Colby
other concerns thisyear for WMHB, rumorsare "patentl y rid iculous and directly from their homelands.
Eleven percent of the 458 firstimpossible," said Hermsen. "A lot
the college radio station.
year
students are from Maine, and
Last spring, the Student of p eop le are disillusioned about
forty
percent come from outside
Association [Stu-A] approached the our relationship with Colby and it
board of WMHB concerning non- [autonomy] will not happen while New England. Those from outside
of New England represent such farColby affiliated persons' positions I'm G.M."
at WMHB. Stu-A was concerned
Hermsen's goal as general away states as Alaska, California,
that these people controlled manager this year is to make "every and North Dakota.
Many of the first-year students
spending money from the Stu-A Colby student feel like WMHB is
budget, though they were neither their radio station. This doesn't have unique interests outside of the
Colby students nor staff.
mean that they like everything we classroom. An oxen driver , a
As a result, Stu-A and the play. I don't like everything we play, blacksmith, a state chess champion,
Student Executive Board of WMHB but to have an alternative format in a decathlete,and an internationallydeveloped the Community which everyone can find something known clog dancer are each
members of the class.
Advisory Board [C.A.B], which is they like [is important]."
Also this fall, eighteen students
made up of community members
WMHB's promotionalbrochure
have transfered to Colby f romoth er
without official ties to the College.
Continue d on p age 5
colleges and universities, and
an other forty-five first-year
students will arrive in January.?

WMHB back on track

A 'trip ' t o remembe r
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Breakfast Sandwich
Colbv Snecial
Bacon , Cheese,
2 Eggs, Bacon , Toast ,
Tomato , Lettuce,
Pancakes, Homefries
Fried Egg
& Coffee
$1.90
$4.50
872-7712
Open Seven Days a Week
5:30a.m. - 2:00p.m.
I

By Laura Pavlenk o
FEATURES EDITOR

By Heather Logan

Bonnie's Diner
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Diversity
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"I want to talk to you about a
dance—one that took place within
my own hear t," said Dr. Richard
Un d erw ood of t h e Har t f ord
Theolog i cal S emi nary as he
described his LSD "trip" to Colby
students during the weekend of
Sep t ember 30, 1966. The "tr i p " was
actually Un derwood 's twelve-day
par ticipation in a clinical
experiment with LSD sponsored by
The Worcest er Founda ti on f or
Experimental Biology.
Underwood described "lines,
p lan es, and f orms in th e room
d issolving " an d his surroun di ngs
becominga "sof t wave" whilcunder
the influence of LSD. The only
unp leasantness he spoke of was
trying to got back into reality a
process he described as "fi ghting
the , drug. " Sum m i ng up his

experience, Underwood claimed
"for all intents and purp oses, for
those six to ei ght hours, I was
insane."
Underwood's i nter est i n LSD
was "r eligi ous , mystic, and
psychedelic" and he f el t drug s had
a unique use for religious research.
Heargue d that the f an tasy worl d of
man , as exemplified by dreams or a
child's imagi na t ion,correla ted with
the world people come in contact
with under tho influence of LSD,
and he went on to connect this
f antast i c state with the idea of the
mythic and symbolic heritage of
religion.
Underwood also criticized the
Food and Drug Administration's
for removing LSD from the open
market in 1965. He favored thc
l egaliza tio n of d rugs because he
believed there would be more
control over d rug distri b u t ion if
peop le wer en 't turning to the "black
marke t" to obtain thcm.Q

WMHB
Continued from page 4
says "it is the policy of WMHB to
bring programming to theairwaves
that is not available elsewhere on
public or commercial stations in
our broadcast area."
"We're going to find the Jesus
Jones' and EMF's five years before
popular music realizes their true
qualities,"said Jason T. Goldberger,
public relations director for WMHB.
But last year many students
asked that WMHB's format be
expanded to include popular music
and classic rock as well as
"alternative" music.
"We're in the process of drafting
a new constitution, somewhat like
the U. S. Constitution, in that it will
be a livingand breathingdocument.
So that in ten years if the Executive
Board wants to include classic rock,
they can,"said Hermsen. Although
Hermsen did not rule out the
possibility of a classic rock show
this year, he said it was "highl y
unlikely."
As a community radio station,
WMHB is also concerned about
what happens in central Maine. On
September 14,WMHB will sponsor
the first annual WMHB FallFestival
open to students and residents from
around the state. Thirteen bands
will play at the Gould Music Shell
from 10:00 am until dusk. Proceeds
from the event will go to groups in
central Maine protesting the
location of low-level radioactive
waste dumps in the area.
Thoug h all students m ust ea t at
the Shell, WMHB considers the $3
student admission fee a donation,
and no student will be denied entry
for not paying. The general public
will be charged a mandatory $5 fee.
"Logistically, it is a little weird,
but it will work." said Hermsen.
"We 're looking forward to
everyone coming down and
bupporting this worthwhile
-.iuse."G

Cult ural R oom
Continued from page 2
willreceive,buthefeelsthatinitially
it is a good size to start with.
The room is still available as a
meeting place for clubs and other
groups and for speakers visiting
the college. Although it will not
have an actual monitor, the people
on duty in the Student Activities
office will take reservations for the
room , which will be open the same
hours as thc Student Center.
Thc opening reception will
feature foods from around the
world and a Celtic music group
called "Thc Music Makers. "
Stu dents will also have the
opportunity to vote on whether the
room will be called 'The Marson
Common Ground" or 'The Marson
Living Room/'Q
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The Lovejoyhole is waiting f or workers.
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Photoby KatherineBordwell
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than previously allotted." said
Yasinski.
The Davis Gallery was built
through a grant from the Davis
Educational Center as well as
through a gift from Stanton and
Elizabeth Davis, founders of the
Davis Educational Foundation
which donates money to colleges
for specific proje cts.
Last Year the Planning
Committee of the Board of Trustees
determined that Colby "devoted too
little space to admissions," said
Yasinski. "Prospectivestudentsand
their parents often had trouble
discussing issues in the faculty
offices because it was simply too
small."
Bates and Bowdoin, Colby's
main competition, have more than
twice the admission space.
Resulting from the committee's
discussion are plans for the Lunder
Admissions House.
The estimated cost of the
construction is $1,150,000, $440,000
of which comes directly from the
renovation bud get. The remaining
$710,000 comes from gifts from
friends and alumnae. The lead gift
was given by Peter and Paula
Lunder of Waterville.
The original proposal was for
renovations to the Eustis building
but further discussion of the project
found it would be economical to
build a wood-frame building.
"Wh en completed ," said
Yasin sk i , "Eu sti s may be the new

career services and off-campus
offices. This would free up academic
space in Roberts Union and inMDler
Library."
There have been no major
construction problems in any of the
ongoing projects, according to
Yasinski.
Smaller changes have also
occurred over the summer. East
Quad received renovations to its
heating and electrical system as part
of a periodic upgrade of buildings
on campus. Dana has an improved
heating system. There are twelve
newstudentbedsin the Drummond
basement. This enabled the school
to have "no students in temporary
housing for the first time in the fall
semester," said Yasinski.
• Future plans are for a building
similar to Eustis to be constructed
between the library and the new
Lovejoy, and for a science building
located in the Arey parking lot,said
Yasinski. The date of construction
depends on the type of funding that
the project will receive.
"[We] are applying for grants,"
said Yasinski. "In the event that we
are able to obtain one, the project
will be un derway in two to three
years. If we are unable to obtain a
grant then we will begin a capital
funding campaign to begin the work
in the mid nineties. [We) are very
lucky to have outside contributions
and gifts to build these things. [We]
are grateful to all of the people who
have helped out," said Yasinski.Q
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HowYouLike Pizza At Home.

In Butl er , Frechette said a
"sub stan tial amoun t of cash" was
stolen from one student's unlocked
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Thefts

room. Frechettealso said thestudent
knew his room was unlocked when
he left the residence hall, but he did
not take his cash with him.
The theft in Mary Low occurred
after t h e ha ll had been locked for
the evening. The student left her
backpack full of belongings in the
hallway.
All t hree t hef t s occurred la st
Saturday.
Frechette pointed out that in
each case, non e of t he belongings
had been secured in the students'
rooms, a precaution "which
probably would have preven t ed all
thiee thef ts" he said.
With all the activity on campus
and thc arrival of many unfamiliar
faces, the beginning of the school
year of ten marks the beginning of
the crime season as well, Frechet t e
said.G
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11am -1 am Sun: - Thura
11am- 2am Fri. & Sat.

873 -0100
40 Elm St.

Otfatiy «tM limited to wnuw Mto tfiMnp. -Wl Domino'.Pint, Inc.

$1 0FF

ANY SIZE PIZZA

F
¦
• one coupon per pizza
¦
• not valid with any other offer

or special BUI
i Expires
9/18/91 iSlll |
B
8

Valid «t participating stores only.Not wild wtlh ony otlior offer. Pricoa may vary,Customer
pays sales tax where applicable. Dillvery ureas limited lo ensure sale driving. Our
drivers carry loss than $20.00. Our drivers ore not penalised tor lale deliveries.
Cash value '/«•
OI001 Domino's firm , Inc.
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B|fr CROWD PLEASER
W Get .two lf ^ Q S^T^m
| pizzas for only $18.00
g • one coupon per pizza
h • not valid with any other offer

i
g

or special

HI

Expires 9/18/91 gg^

m V-Ud at participating gtaron only.Not vnlkl wllh any other oiler. Pilau may vary. Customer
¦
pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas ll:nlted to ensure sole driving. Our
_ drivers csrry less than $20,00. Our drivers nro not penalized lor late ilollvtiles.
Cotih valuo '/»•
¦
O10D1 Domino's PIho, Inc.
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This offer is available only for a limited time,
Here's the deal: We've paired some of the
most popular Apple® Macintosh® computers See your authorized Apple campus reseller

with some of the mostpopular Appleprint- today for details-.
ers. Buy one of these combinations, and save
And discover the power of Macin- MMf
big bucks. Got it? Good. Nowget going.
tosh. The power to be your best?
W
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AppleStykWriter

Save when you buy I

Saveeven more when \
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•

Apple Persona lLaserWriter LS
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Save

the

most

when
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Apple StykWriter

Apple Personal LaserWriterIS

ApplePersonal LaserWriterIS

Apple Personal LaserWriterNT

i

i

*tn*nv*v*i**'

•Offer applies only to a Macintosh Classic with a built-in hard disk.
"Monitor sold separatel y.

For all of yourcomputer needs visit the
"Macintosh Office "
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union
or call 872-3336
© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, LaserWriter, Macintosh, StylcWriter, and "The power to be your best" are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
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Welcome Back Faculty,Staff ,
& Students and a special welcome
to the Class of 1995DSEPH S \r ~**.
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!Askjisabout additional10%discount!

The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Square , Waterville
872-0939
Open Mon. -Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat., 10-9, Sun. 12-5
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Study in one of Syracuse University 's
academic programs in England , France , Italy,
Spain, Gormony (Fall 1992) and Australia
(Spring 1992)! Grants are available for a
.«¦¦¦_ _ . ,, ua yyear,
semester
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:.^ Our First Huiidred Vears

Downtown Waterville
Where Colby Friends Meet
Ludy '21

;

Pacy '27 -

Howard '40

Since 1891, Colby students and faculty have visited and
shopped at our store. Over the years, Levine's has been
referred to as the Colby Store. We are very proud of this and
we are very proud of Colby. Please visit us and let us make our
store your store.
Visit our underground and our main floor for your
everyday or dress-up needs.
A few of our famous brands:
Arrow • B.D. Baggies • Bass ? Florsheim • Reebok • Alps •
Levi's • Lee • Bugle Boy • Cotler • C.B. Sports • Izod Lacoste
•CC. Sports • Woolrich • Haggar • Etc.
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Dear Colby Pa rents,

Founded in 1877

CRAIG APPELBAUM, Editor-in-Chief
AMANDA HALLOWELL, Manag ing E ditor
KATEY FORD, Layout E d itor
JOSHLUTTON, BusinessManager
ARI DRUKER, Photography E d itor
CHARLES BEELER, Ad Manager
GRETA WOOD, Prod uction Manager

ANDREAKRASKER, News Editor
TJ. WINICK, Sports E ditor
LAURAPAVLENKO, Features Editor

ETHANGETTMAN,A & E Editor

PAUL ARGIR O, Op inions Editor

KAREN LIPMAN , Asst. NewsEditor
JONATHAN WALSH, Asst. Sports Ed itor
KAREN DIXON, Asst.A&E Editor
KATHERINE BORDWELL, Asst.Photo Editor
KELLY BOUDREAU, Layout Assistant
LISA CAVALLARO, Layout Assistant
PAULA GARDNER, LayoutAssistant
ETHAN GETTMAN, Staff Artist
MARK R. MUIR, Subscript ionsManager
LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
TheEditorial-itheofficUIop-iionofthepaper. 'rheotheropinlonspresentontWspagedonotnecessarily
represent the views of The Colhy Echo or its staff.
77k Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those -within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday,letters must be received by TheColbyEchono later than
Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echoreserves the right to edit all submissions.

Respecting diversit y...
Finally,after years of inactivity, after years of complaints by students
and professors, and after years of fruitless discussion, the College has
completed a project which will both add to and celebrate the diversity on
campus. Opening tomorrow night, the Marson Multicultural Room is a
welcome addition on campus.
The fact that the room was even built proves that administrators,
students, and faculty can work together for a good cause. Everyone, it
seems, chipped in to help make the room a reality-including President
Cotter. If the Colby community could work together this smoothly all the
time, more positive changes might take place on campus.
The room arrives at an ideal time in Colby'shistory.This year,minority
students comprise ten percent of the first-year class,the largest percentage
in recent years. This may still be a small percentage overall, but not when
one considers that less than one percent of Maine's population consists of
minorities.
Despite being labeled as "multicultural," the room is more "cultural"
in nature. And it will not only celebrate minority students; instead,it will
be a place where everyone can come to share his or her religion, race, and
homeland (or homestate) with everyone else.
If you've been sitting around complaining about the lack of diversity
on campus,or if you've been anxious for something to do during your free
time, head on over to the Marson Room in the Student Center. With
magazines and newspapers from around the world,as well as a television
and radio tuned in to receive international broadcasts, the new room
should spice things up a bit on campus. ?

... and discoura ging it
Although careful planning went into creatinganew multicultural
center, the college showed disrespect for diversity by scheduling the first
day of class on Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New Year.
As a result, many students were forced to choose between
academics and religion. Students were told that arrangements could be
made to allow them to comeback to school late,but nobody should have
to make such a sacrifice for their religion.
Tliis poor planning was an inconvenience for many. While over
twenty professors cancelled classes, most did not, including President
Cotter.
Instead of investing time sending out a letter of apology last
spring, the college should have tried to correct its mistake. It did not
Tomorrow night the campus will open a new room which will
celebrate the diversity of Colby students. Yet an oversight in scheduling
caused the first day of classes to fall on a religious holiday.
It's fine to celebrate diversity. Now let's make it a priority in all
our policiesQ
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Colby is a good school, even a great
school,but no school is a perfect school. The
Echo is dedicated to informing you of all that
is good, all that is great, and all that is not
perfect about Colby.We feel it is crucial for the
integrity of Colby 's community that we continue to exist and to print both the good and the
bad about Colby.We attempt neither to wrongfully criticize nor to glorify Colby, but to deliver
the truth to the fullest extent that we are able.
With your support we can continue to provide
the truth to you and your children. Don 't get us
wrong, we support Colby all the way, but we
also support the right for you and the entire
Colby community to know all the facts about
our institution.
We hope you enjoyed this issue. Please return
this form so we can continu e to keep in touch.
Sincerely,
The Colby Echo
SUBSCRIBE TO THE COLBY ECHO!
$20 BEFORE NOV. 1
$22 AFTER NOV. 1
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE COLBY E CHO .
MAIL THIS ORDER FORM TO:
THE COLBY ECHO , SUBSCRIPTION
ROBERTS UNION
COLBY COLLEGE
WATERV ILLE, MAINE 04901

NAME
ADDRES S
CITY
S TATE
ZIP
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"What do you think should be put in

J_fa&J_iQlgiii^

Scott Reed '93
"I think they should make a
really big ant farm, maybe."

Abigail Knapp '93
"A roller skating rink."

Kris Balser '93
"Jello-to swim in and jump in.
They could set up a diving board
right on the front step where the
old door was."

Pam Crebase '93
"A swimming pool."

Meilani Clark '95
"A smaller country-likewhere
the Pope lives or something-like
the Vatican."

Some thoughts on the week gone by
BY PAUL ARGIRO
HANGMAN'S JURY

First of all, I would like to say
welcome to the class of '95. Sure,it's
a corny way to open up this first
issue of the Echo but I figured what
the hell. Just don't get used to it.
To the incomingfreshmen l have
a few words of advice (and yes I do
emphasize freshmen because as
Janice Seitzinger told us faithful
COOT leaders two weeks ago,
Colby has no written policy on
whether we have to say "freshmen'
or "first-year students"and I prefer
the traditional freshmen):
1) Get involved. That's first and
foremost . Whether it's in sports,
clubs, art, music, or body paints, do
something. Don't bury yourselves
in those expensive books only to be
seen on weekends stumbling to find
that lost room.It'sgreat to have that
nice high G.P.A. but grades aren't
everything and they are certainly

not worth letting your first year at
Colby slip by without having fun.
2) Talk to professors. If you
heard the comedienne before the
COOT slide show, you heard her
say this,too. I didn't start talking to
professors until halfway through
my sophomoreyearand I still regret
it. Professors at Colby have a lot to
offer and you can only get so much
out of a 50 minute class. Talk, ask
questions,have lunch with them.A
closed mouth does not get fed.
3) Don't act stupid. It's often
been said that freshmen gain their
"reputation" within the first two
months of school and keep it,
whether they change it or not. With
that in mind, be careful.Make sure
you recognize who you wake up
with in the morning and don't be
cocky. We all hate that.
4) An adage to live by. I heard
this my freshman year and I like it:
"Freshmen don't know anything,
sophomores think they know

everything,juniors are working too on a Saturday? What the hell are
hard and travelling too much to we going to do after our last class
know anything, and seniorsare too on Friday, play some bridge?
busy looking for a job to care about
-Who scheduled the orientation
anything." Read it,know it, love it, events, anyway? Why was the luau
live it.
held on Friday when no one was
Enough of my parental advice. around and why was the freshmen
I'vebeen here for two weeksand in dance held on Saturday when
that short time,Colby has managed everybody was around? Couldn't
to piss me off. For startersthey have been reversed so the
-Where oh where did this $500 freshmencould have gotten to know
fine for partying before the first day their own class instead of getting to
of loudness come from? I can know three other classes? It wasn't
understand the administration's a freshmen dance,it was just a nonconcerns about
confusing alcoholic Student Center Party.
orientation with a general booze
-How come there is a big hole in
fest and frankly, I agree with the front of Lovejoy but a work crew
idea that freshmen shouldn 't be hasn't been seen in days? With the
allowed to drink this early.But what weather we've been having, some
about those upperclass students footings and a foundation could
who are 21 and want to settle down havebeen poured and driedby now,
with a couple of brews and watch if those are the next steps. What are
some football? Is this $500 fine a wedealing with here,a union strike?
¦
slap on the wrist from our
O.K.,so they broke ground for
administrative parents?
the new Eustis building; And by all
-Why is the first day of loud ness means, we need a new one. But

Open windows, closed doors
BY KEITH DUPUIS

CONTRI BUTING WRITER
Okay, so last year I got drunk at
a Student Center party andl fell out
a window.
It was highly publicized. And
things changed.
But did the administration and
the student body suddenly draw
the line between permissible and
non-permissiblebehaviorasa result
of my accident? Or do accidents
like mine only kindle a pre-set
bonfire?
In the last twelve months, the
alcohol policy has raced from one
extreme to another. We havo gone
from Student Center parties that
were ankle-deep in beer, to
innovative
non-alcoholic
Programming such as thc "Price is
Right". We've cone from localized

drinkingtodrinkinginsmallgroups
locked in a residence hall room.
We've gone from A to B,and we've
done it with ineffective student
input.
My problem is not with change.
I think a new policy was inevitable
and perhaps necessary. But I do
object to the "transitionless"change,
and the controversy it has spurred.
I object to the administration
shielding themselves behind such
rhetoric as "Maine State Law". I
object to the multiple polls and
surveys which misrepresent and
confuse.
What I want to see is clarity. I
want to see the administration
produce a rational and applicable
solution. And I also want to hear
students come right out and speak
their mind. If a student wants
something they should take it right
to the Dean of Students office.

And something else to chew on:
the trustees influence most of the
decisions
made
by
the
administration. The Trustees are
also removed from Waterville,with
the exception of their four or so
meetings a year with the
administration and a selectbody of
students. Maybe part of the problem
involves the rift between what we
experience and what they believe.
After all, the policy change sure as
hell looks good on paper to an
outside source. But the division it
has caused on campus might make
everyone think twiceaboutthe path
that was taken.
I' m not promoting drinking or
bashing the administration. What
I' m doing is asking everyoneto give
their uninhibited opinion so that
we can all move In a directionthat
brings us together, rather than
draws us apart.Q
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who was the architectural wizard
behind this? Why would you build
an administrative building that is
going to resemble a farm house
when the majority of the campus is
brick with copper roofs? Is there
any tradition left at Colby? Don't
answer that, I'm afraid I already
know.
-It's a good thing only freshmen
were allowed at registration at 3:00.
Hell,everyone elsewas down there
at 2:30. Next year, maybe students
will start camping out in sleeping
bags the night before, hoping to get
into Creative Writing with Jim
Boylan. Registration was a zoo but
think what it must be like, at say,
Ohio State, enrollment 52,000.
-On the bright side, Stu-A has
some pretty good movies coming
this semester starting with
"Awakenings" this weekend. I'm
sorry, but Stu-A movies must be
student run, because they're well
run.Q
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For "Strangers" Only

^MHB Fe^ival :
set to rock Colby
BY ETHAN GETTMAN

A&E EDITOR

Beth Webber, AliceDiablo,and Cissy Meddings in their debut performance.
BY ETHAN GETTMAN

A&E EDITOR

Imagine that your grandmother
is strancied iii an empty house in the
middle of theCanadian woodswith
seven other elderly ladies. There
are no telephone lines, little food,
and no me^ris of transportation.
Food is running out and the nearest
outpost of civilizationisover twenty
miles away. The situation is grim.
How does one survive?
Have ' you ever seen an
octogenarian hook a worm? Or a
great-grandmother create a fishing
net from a pair of stockings? These
are just some of the survival
techniquesusedbythe eight unique
women(whose average age is 73) in
Strangers in Good Compa ny, a
Canadian film playing at Railroad
Square Cinema this week.
This is like no other movie that I
have ever seen. The characters are
startling for the avid movie-goer.

Listening to the confessions of ; a
seventy-year old lesbian or
understanding the philosophical
discussions
between
two
grandmothers is alien ..to those
accustomed to the shiny plastic
garbage so commonly produced by
Hollywood These people are real.
The singing nun who knowshowto
fix a broken carburetor exists. So
does the 78-year-old Mohawk
Indian who heals wounds with
herbal remedies, and the 93-yearold woman whois trying to prepare
herself for death.This reality is the
magical ingredient in this movie..
This film is living proof that one
doesn't need a large budget or a
certified starin order to bedazzlean
audience.Havingbeen conditioned
by Hollywood, I squirmed in my
seat for nearlyforty minutes,tensely
awaiting the imminent and obvious
scenesof conflict. They never came.
All I was going to see was eight old
women
confronting
the
environment. And I enjoyed it. In
the end, I found Strangers as warm

There, aire few things in life
sweeter than having fun for a good
cause. Take low-level radioactive
waste dumps throughout Maine,
for example.That's a good cause,
and the First Day of Loudnes*s;is
guaranteed fun, so sweeten.your
life and save the earth at the First
Annual WMHB Fall Festivalbeing
held this Saturday at the Shell.
"It may best be described as a
gathering of tribes," said Steve
Motion, the WMHB music director
filep hoto
for Summer'91and producerof the
Festival. With over a dozen bands
from Maine,New York andBoston,
as Terms of Endearment, and as the Fall Festival, covers the entire
interesting as The Breakfast Club.
spectrum of popular music, from
The movie is unpretentious> bluegrass to hardcore, from rap to
flowing, and unpredictable. The world beat.
Canadian landscapeis exquisite,the
Headlining the festival is
background music enchanting; Primitech,a New York-based band
There are no stunt doubles, no which is " presently receiving
special effects, arid no car chases, national recognition. Motion
arid thoughsomemay hndiSifahgers describes their style as "industrial
somewhat slow and idiosyncratic Gothic rock," a hybrid difficult to
a movie- based on the conflict define within the context of more
between grandmothers and nature conventional music.
is not the proper+heme for those
The Fall Festival intersperses
looking for superficial and easy
entertainment.I do riot recommend
thismoviefor those simply looking
for something to do. This movie
requires
patience
and
understanding from its audience.
I do recommend this movie for
those that can appreciate both the
realism and the subtleties so rarely
found in "popular" cinema. But be
forewarned: the only special effects
are the weird pangstheviewerfeels
BY JOHAN DOWDY
when realizing that the stories told
NOTES FROM THE
by the women on the silver screen
WINDOWPANE
are real.Q

contrasting types of .music, such as
folk singers following rap groups.
Each group is going ; to have
approximately forty minutes of
showtime,with ftimitech bringing
it all home as the final shovy.
Art,- all-campus lunch ' \yjil be
provided. Colbystudents arebeing
askedto giyea threedbfiardonarion,
aand all others will be charged a
mandatory five dollar admission
fee. Proceeds will be given to local
activist groups around Maine to
help, stop the proliferation of lowlevel radioactive waste dumps.
"Some of .these places are right
in our back yard," points out
Motion. Two towns to receivehelp
are Benton and Norridgewock. If
anyone is interested in helping as a
volunteer contact WMHB at 8728037.
So what can one expect? Simply
put by Motion, "A lot of fun and a
lot of good music." So go grab your
air guitar and tie^yes and get on
down to theShellthis Saturday and
have some fun.Q

Metallica 's
back t o thrash

"in-your-fa ce!"
musical
aggressiveness of the earlier
Metallica albums. Don't get me
wrong - the band hasn't lost its
venom, it just injects it in smaller
amounts.
Metallica has never been
Musicall
y, the songs are tight
¦
appreciated. Only two years ago, and well-focused. In the past,
after five major label releases, was Metallica's songs often rambled in
Metallica even considered for a ten and twelve minute opuses full
Grammy(not that a Grammy is of booming power chords and
anything to gloat about). But too endless arpeggios. Undoubtedly,
often, it has been misunderstood Mr. Rock is responsible for the
and dismissed as a cousin to such band's more focused structure.
musical jokes as Poison or Mfitley Unfortunately, this same focus has
Criie. Well, people, I'm here to tell altered some of the roughness that
you that thrash metal is not an made Metallica unique.
ignorant and chaotic monster whose
Lyrically, Metallica still attacks
intentions are to degrade women its audience with the same ferocity.
and celebrate debauchery. Bands Lyricist James Hetfield is not a
like Metallica explore issues word-mincer.If something irkshim,
pertinent to the nature of existence, he retorts bluntly and intelligently;
such as self-reflection, political his lyrics are as strong a weapon as
conflicts, and personal struggles his guitar. For example, the song
with religion, all of which are "Holier Than Thou " expresses his
evident in their work. Yes,its music annoyance with the actions of
is aggressive and this consistently certain fundamental religions:
turns many listeners off. But we as "Before you jud geme take a look at
human beings arc somewhat you/ Can't you find something
aggressive by nature,and it is much better to do?"
safer to channel and express this
Despite its "new" sound, 1 still
energy through art rather than like Metallica.Hetfield continues to
through destruction.
be a talented lyricist and the band
So let's get down to business. canstill thrash with thebest of them.
Metallica'scponymously titled sixth Since Metallica 's Meta ll ica h as.
album, Meta ll ica, is a bit of a already entered Billboard's top 100
departure from thc Metallica of old. at number one, I'm sure that this
Armed with new producer Bob album will outsell all previous
ica worked releases. It may be a bit more
Rock(who has previously
(
' '*'
morc
commercially
glossy,
W
^
JpM^W
f
?
cspc^ajly
*$t
fppj ^ dStfljr ^ossiblp. ttart with.lkU. Rock at .the .prodii&tciwl I '
previous albums.
helm, but that's no reason not to
There is a departure from thc like it.n

Island
Tripping

secluded beaches and narrow ,
meandering roads which are great
for cyclingor hiking.
Vinalhave n is the larger of the
two islands,and though it is similar
to North Haven in landscape(the
islands have also been likened to
Sweden) it has the added attraction
BY AMANDA HALLOWELL
of granite quarries available for
MANAGING EDITOR
public swimmin g, bed and
a ^ogmeam ^^ imm ^Km ^mt ^a ^m ^^ a ^Kmammeaamt ^^ a ^^
breakfasts , restaurants , small gift
shops, arid grocery stores.
You can barely see them on a
North Haven does not provide
map of the world,but the Penobscot overni ght accommodations , but
Bay islands of North Haven and people may camp at Mullen'sHead
Vinalhaven are the hub of existence State Park. North Haven also has
for natives who have livedtherefor
one restaurant open for dinner
generation s. From Colby the throu gh September , two small
RcKrkland FerryTerrruurialislessthan grocery stores, a gift shop, and an
a two hour trip by car, and the one arts and crafts gallery.
hour ferry ride to North Haven
One special feature of North
or
the
slightly
longer
tri
p
to
Island
Havenisartist EricHo pkins,ayearVinalhaven is a relaxing and scenic round
residen t becoming
transition between mainland and increasingly popular in the
island life.
Americanart world. Bothhis gallery
Thefeny costs aboutfivedollars and his studio are located on the
and travels between Rockland and island.
the islands thr eetimes a day. Plan
Vinalhavenis alsoan artistically
to parkyour car in Rockland,as it is rich community.
difficult to guarantee getting your
Both islands slow down in pace
car off the island at the end of the after the crowds of summer leave,
day (the ferry only holds 10 cars). bulfcHisabeautiful timet©explore
You can bring your bike on the for a day or a weekend. The
ferry, but be prepared to pay about Rockland Chamber of Commerce
three dollars for that as well.
will provide information about
Inhabited by over two-hundred
facilities on either of the islands.
year-round residents , North Haven
You can get there from here!
is a nine-mile by three-mile rocky Take route 17 east from Augusta to
coast island with numerous
Rockland .?
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STUDYFOR OWE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWOTERMSm

Welcome Back - Here we are !
We have whole wheat pizza, nachos, pitchers of
soda,full liquor license, electric dartboard.
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and live with British Students
HOW WISC IS DIFFERENT FROM MOST OVERSEAS PROGRAMS:

Come and see us!

^~* ^ ast Concourse, Downtown Waterville
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SHOW HORSE CENTER

Students are directly enrolled as full students of the Oxford college.

•

Qualified early app licants may share a co-ed Student Residence associated
with St. Catherine 's College, Oxford (fully integrated with British students ).

•

Students accepted before November 1 (for the Winter Term) or before May 1
(for next yeari are guaran teed housing with British students.

•

Students will NOT be taught in (and receive transcripts from) an American
college operating in Oxford. WISC is one of the few completely integrated
(academically and in housing) overseas prog rams in the UK.

•

Previous students in your field will speak to you on the phone.

mnB_ -_--_a-anH-M---n_-----------_---_-----H--------H
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214 Massachusetts Avenue N.E., Suite 450,Washington,DC 20002,(800) 323-WiSC
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Accepted students receive admissions tetters (and later transcri pts) directly
from an Oxford (or Cambrid ge) college.

For information , call or write:
THE WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL STUDIES COUNCIL
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150, Skowhegan, ME (207) 474-7314

Students may also intern and Study in
Washingt on and London

U.S. Department of State
U.S. Information Agency
U.S. Department of Commerce

Career Opportunity
Mark Your Calendar For
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1991
Registration Deadlines:
• October 4 for test centers in the
United States
• September 13 for test center overseas
The Written Examination is the initial
step in competing for a career as a
Foreign Service Officer.
Applicants for the examination must be:
— At least 20 years old on the
examination date
— United States citizens
— Available for worldwide
assignment
To obtain further information and an
ap pl icat ion, contact your Campus
Placement Office or write:
The Rec ruitment Division— FSWE
Department of State
P.O. Box 12226
Arlington , VA 22209
.. An Equal Opportunity Emp loyer..
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An instant guide to the ' GRE , GMAT, and LSAT

The next GRE is October 12, the next GMAT is October 19, and the next LSATis October 7. On one of these dates you will have nothing
between you and the graduate, business, or law school of your choice but your wits and a #2 pencil.
We are The Princeton Review. Perhaps you've heard about our unparalleled techniques for raising student's SAT scores. Recently we
inaugurated our graduate level courses. Usingthe same state-of-the-art techniques we used to develope our SATcourse, our graduate courses
are achievingthe same dramatic improvements(average GRE improvement is200 points; average GMATimprovement is85 points;averageLSAT
improvement is 8 points). Enrollment in our graduate courses has exploded from great word-of-mouth . Since not everyone is near a Princeton
Review site, however, here is our instant guide to the GRE , GMAT, and LSAT.

GRE

GMAT

LSAT

The GRE consists of six 30-minute'scored sections: Math (2),
Verbal (2), and Logic (2). The GRE also includes an experimental section. Three scoresare reported each on a 200 to 800
point scale.
Don 't try to finish, but don't forget to guess
The questions on each section of the GRE are in order of
difficulty, from easy to medium to impossible. However,
unlike the SAT, no points are subtracted for errors. Therefore,
spend your time on the easy and medium questions and guess
on the more difficult questions you don't get to. Don't leave
anything blank!

The GMATconsists of six 30-minute sections:Math (2), Data
Sufficiency, Reading Passages, Grammar, and Arguments.
The GMAT also includes an experimental section. Scores are
reported on a 200 to 800 point scale.
To guess or not to guess
Questions on each section of the GMAT are in order of
difficulty, from easy to mediumto impossible. Cruise through
the easy questions, spend your time on the medium questions,
and punt at the end. Sooner or later, however, you will reach
a difficult question and wonder whether or not you should
guess. If you can eliminate at least one choice, always go for
it.
REGULAR MATH
The math here is only slightly more difficult than that on the
SAT. The Official Guide to the GMAT sets outand explains all
themathyouneedtoknow.Themostpowerfultechnique is estimating—especiallyon problems with diagrams, but it works
well on many wordproblems too. When guessing, remember
our famous Joe Bloggs Principle: easy questions have easy
(obvious) answers; hard questions have hard (obscure) answers.
DATA SUFFICIENCY
This section tests the same concepts as the regular math
sections, but the format confuses many students initially.
Remember: exact answers are not required; just set up the
problem.
READING PASSAGES
Read to get the main idea only; refer back for details when
doing the questions. Although the passages are in order of
difficulty, the questions are not. Use common sense—the
simpler the choice, the better..
GRAMMAR
The concepts tested are fairly broad: singular/plural
distinctions, pronoun errors, dangling modifiers, lack of parallelism, and diction/idiom errors. In general, tlie shorter the
choice, the better. About one-fifth of the questions have no
error.
AR GUMENTS
This section requiresno formal logic, butmanystudents have
trouble because they forget the simple structure of an argument: a conclusion supported by premises, reasoning, and assumptions. If youkeep thatdistinctioninmind, these questions
should present no problem.

The LSAT consists of four 35-minute scored sections: Arguments (2), Reading Passages, and Games. The LSAT also
includes one unscored experimental section and a 30-minute
Writing Sample. Scores are reported on a 120 to 180 point
scale.
Don't try to finish, but don't forget to guess
The LSAT contains between 68 and 76 questions that count
Depending on the test, you can make a few errors and still get
a "perfect" score. Almost everyone can raise their score by
working onfewer questions. Better to attempt 65 questions and
get 60 correct, than to attempt 75 questions and get 50 correct.
Unlike the SAT, no points are subtracted for errors, so every
lucky guess boosts your score!
ARGUMENT S
This section requires no formal logic, but many students have
troublebecause they forget the simplestructureof an argument:
a conclusion supported by premises, reasoning, and assumptions. If you can keep that distinction in mind, these questions
should present no problem.
READING PASSAGES
Thepassages aremore or less impenetrable. Resign yourselfto
omitting one of them. On the others, don't try to. read too
closely or you'll becomeconfused. Read for the main idea and
look back for answers, scavenger-hunt fashion. Use common
sense. The simpler the answer choice, the better.
GAMES
This section terrifies test-takers the most. Since diagraniming
is the key, those with a math bent seem to have a significant
edge. Everyone else will improve his or her score simply by
omitting a set or two.
WRITING SAMPLE
You are given a specialpen to compose your response to an
assigned topic. A copy of your essay is sent to law schools,
which ignore it in making their admissions decisions. The pen
is yours to keep even if you aren't accepted.

MATH

The Math sections consists of five types of questions; Arithmetic,Algebra,Geometry, QuantitativeComparison, andGraphs.
The math here is about the same difficulty as that on the SAT.
Practicing To Take The GRE sets out and explains all themath
you need to know. The most powerful techniqueis estimating—especiallyon problems with diagrams, but it works well
onmanywordproblems, too. Whenguessingrememberourfamous JoeBloggs Principle:easy questionshaveeasy (obvious)
answers; hard questions have hard (obscure) answers.
VERBAL
The Verbal sections consistof four types of questions: Analogies, Sentence Completion, Antonyms, and Reading Comprehension. Order of difficulty begins and ends within each type
of question. In other wordsthe antonym, analogy, andsentence
completion questions each go easy-medium-difficulL Therefore, the Joe Bloggs Principle applies. Although Reading
Comprehension passages are in order of difficulty, the questions are not. Read to get the main idea only, then refer back
for details when doing the questions. Use common sense—the
simpler the choice, the better.
LOGIC
The Logic Sections consist of two types of questions: Argumetits and Games. Argumentsrequire no formal logic, but
many students have trouble because they forget the simple
structure of an argument: a conclusion supported by premises,
reasoning, and assumptions. If you cankeep that distinction in
mind, these questions should present no problem. Games
terrify test-takers the most. Since diagramming is the key,
those with a math bent seem to have a significant edge.
Everyone else will improvehis or her score simply by omitting
a set or two.
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For additional information on any of The Princeton Review Gra duate Test Coaching
Programs near you, just fill out the coupon and send it to the address below.
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Photo by Ari Druker
Assistant Women's Soccer Coach , Carol Anne Beach giving helpfule advice

DeLorenzo Leads List
of Coaching Changes
By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Gene DeLorenzo, the former
assistant athletic director, baseball
manager, and head women's
basketball coach,has left for Oberlin
College. Also gone is men's and
women's swimming coach Shelly
Amaral. Taking their places are
threenew coaches set for an exciting
year.
Of thenew coaches-TomDexter,
Carol Anne Beach '88 and Sheila
Cain-onl y Cain (men 's and
women's swi mm i ng, women's
volleyball) is new to the Colby
campus. Dexter, who coached
behind DeLorenzo on last year's
baseball team, will continue as
assistant football coach and
becomes manager of the White Mule
baseball team.
Althoug h BeacMwomen's
basketball and assistant women's
soccer) is not new to the Colby
campus, she is making a transition.
After graduating from Colby, she
worked at Trinity College as the
assistant women'sbasketball coach,
then spent a year at Brandeis
University as assistant soccer and
basketball coach.
Beach spent last year as Colby's
Sports Information Director, and
she feels that position and her four
years at Colby are invaluable.
"It helps with recruiting and
knowing what the players are like,"
she said. "I understand the picture
because I was in it."
lt is a picture about whichBeach
is very enthusiastic.
"I'm very excited to be back here
becau se I've always wanted to [be
backl. Last year was a great
transition, b u t it feels weird when
you realize you're not here f or an
alumni game."
Beach was very happy with the
surprise she received this summer
and is happy things have gotten
underway. "My plan is to work as
hard as I can , an d get as much fun
out of it as possible," Beach said.
"I'm looking forward to the wh ole

Field
Hockev
Continued fr ompage 19
"We have mature seniors who

make t he younger players feel very
comforta b le," Pluck said. "The

year but I'm just glad soccer started
- it was the longest summer of my
life.
Coming from Grinnell College
in Iowa, Cain is just as enthusiastic,
and is ready to begin at Colby.
"I grew up in the Midwest, but I
was read y to try something
different," she said. Finding the
right school was easy. "I like schools
like Colby. I saw the advertisement
for the [swimming and volleyball]
positions, and so 1 applied."

Public Affairs Photo
Sheila Cain, Women's Volleyball
Coach and Men and Women's
SwimmingCoach.

"I'm not nervous, I'm excited,"
Cain said. "As a coach I'm very
in tense and I expect a lot of
commitment and hard work, but I
know it's important to have fun."
Cain also feels she will have
more t o work with at Colby, and is
looking forwar d to the en thusiasm
of a team that has been awarded
varsity status for the first time.
"[Grinnell's] aca de mics ar e
similar to Colby7 s,but Grinnell isn't
quite as supportive of its athletes,"
Cain said. "Colby a thletes can be
prouder of being athletes."
Cain is encouraged by what the
team has shown her, which takes
some of the strain off her transition.
"The team wanted varsity status
and they pushed for it," she said.
"That tells me about their
ded icat ion, and in a way it makes
my job easier/'Q

DAVE'S
BARB
ERSHOP
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personality of this team is great - we ^
have a sincerely dedicated group."
"Starting with Middleburyand
Amherst is a good challengc-I love
starting with tough teams," Pluck
said. "We all want to win,but we all
want to walk off thc field feeling
good. Playing well is worth a lot
against a top team in the beginning
of the scason/'Q

TUES-FRI: 7:30-5:00 I
SAT: 7:30-12:00
45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010

Xove'Bmx
If$ good to be bade (out
penalty flags and wHMfes are
xeadyVandit&goodiojj sveWhile
Mute sports an the horizon*
Colby had such a successful
sports year last year that It may
seem as if ihere were nothing
more we eould ask for {we got
th * weight room} from tout!
athletes and coaches this year.
Yet wirhall the<hange$over the
sG-nmer,and thezeniths reached
last year, Colby sports again
showpromfee
Confidence is running high
on .Mayflower:Hill, and why
shouldn't it?
-No W that the U.S. Open is
over, Coach Paula Ah oud and
the Women's Tennis team are
lo oking to equal last year's
undefeatedseason.
-Football Coach Tonh Austin
h*ts all of hisparts returned and

intact oii&t thei-*yeat away front
theg ridiron,,and the White Mules

want that fourth straight CUB
crown*Seat Trinity!
-Congratulations to Women's
Volleyball and Coach Cainon their
varsityletter,
-Men'sSoceercnoexcuseswhen
yan've got thi rteen returning
letter-men*Heat Middlebury !
-Good Lnck Coaches Pester
&n& Beach with yournewposts,.
Now that we've taken a gla nce
into owr crystal ball, this year's
picture looks to he as bright as
ever. There' are, however, some
questions and concerns that need
to he addressed before- the fall
sports season getsunderway,
Forinstancer
-Forget what will be, imagine

SCOREBOARD

Women's Cross Country
Sept. 14 Mount Desert Island Trip
21 Southeastern Mass.
University Invitational
28 Bates-Bowdoin-Smith at
Bates
Field Hockey
Sept. 13 Middlebury College
14 Amherst College
19 Bates College
25 U. Maine, Farmington
28 Tufts University
Women's Tennis
Sept. 14 Alumnae
20 Simmons College
21 M.I.T.
27 U. Vermont
28 Dartmouth J.V.'s
Golf
Sept. 13-14 Bowdoin Invitational
21-22 Duke Nelson Invitational
at Middlebury College
25 CBB at Bates College

Football
Sept. 21 Trinity College
28 Hamilton College
Men 's Soccer
Sept. 13 Middlebury College
14 Norwich University
17 U. Maine, Parmington
21 Babson College
24 U. New England
27 Wheaton College
28 Tufts University
Women's Soccer
Sept. 14 Wheaton
17 U. Southern Maine
21 Curry College
25 U. Maine
28 Tufts University
Men's Soccer
Sept. 14 Mount Desert Island Trip
21 Southeastern Mass. Univ.
t
Invitational
28 Bowdoin-U. Southern Maine
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What "conld have been,- In all
seriousness, we survived a
possible scare when AthleEk
DirectorRi-hard Whitmore,was
scouted by IflarVard for its
basinet ball team, Bnt as
Whitttiore saick "I' m. still here."
^Willthe rootball _eambelos_
withoutWarren M-oonto lead its
run and shoot?
-(sung to the tune of Mrs,
Robinsow>1*Vherehavfeiyougo_(e
DeLorenzo- our -baseball team,
finallyhas a chance,
-For the first time iri recent
memory, there will be some
serious holes to fi II on the Men's
basketball team*Yet theyalways
seem to find a way.
-P.S*Where's G_ Calwhen we
need him most?
-The swimming and sfciiing
teams will be using the hole
outside; of Lovej oy for fail
practice.
Ufall goesweUandnoathletes
fall into the LovejoyFit,!$#_ -->!should be as successful a
campaign as ever. -Good Luck.
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Mon.-Wed.
8 am-9pm

Fri. and Sat.
open 'til Midnight

Thurs.
8 am-10pm

Sunday
12pm-7pm
— *"

Don*t driv $, just call us for fast , free delivery ]
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Women s Teniiis
Hot on tlie Court
By T.J. Winick
SPORTS EDITOR
"This is a committed,
competitivebunch thatlovesto play
tennis/' says Coach Paula Aboud
of the 1991Colby Women's Tennis
Team.Aboud expectsan extremely
strong tall season, despite losing
two of the top threesingles players
from last year's undefeated state
champion squad.,
Leadingateam with "wonderful
chemistry'' willbe Lisa Black '92,a
two-time state champion, who is
expected to fill the number one
singlesposition.Battlingfor the next
three spots will be Ann Bonniwell
'94, Reena Chandra '93, and Kim
Carlson '93.Coach Aboud also likes
newcomer Kate Lavigne '95, and
expects her to battle her way into
the top six.
Bonniwell and Black,last year's
undefeated doubles combination,
return as Colby's number one duo.
"We want to get our best
possible combinations out on the
court,"said Aboud. "Although we
lost a lot to graduation, this team
shouldbejustasstrongaslastyear's
due to vast improvement all
around. Everyone has . been
working extremely hard at their
game."
Scheduling matches with other
NESCAC (New England Small

College: Athletic Conference)
schools remains a problem. For
years,CoachAboud hasbeentrying
to schedulein the top colleges, such
as Williams, Amherst and Trinity,
but has only heard excuses from
these schools about why they
cannot fit Colby into their schedule.
¦
. .; ' "I suppose it has something to
do with the long distances," she
said. "All I want is for my team to
haYe trieyery best competition in
•D-vision III. I know this squad can
play with anyone."
The season will begin on
Saturday,September 14 with the
Alumnae Match. Although this
event, will not count toward the
regular; season, the Lady Mules
should meet some of their toughest
competition of the season. The fall
schedulealsohasthe Mulesplaying
Bowdoin, UMO, and UVM.
The team will face a tough
challenge when they play away
from Mayflower Hillon five straight
weekends.Included in the four will
be Simmons College and MIT.
The Colby-Bates-Bowdoih
Championship, a tournament
Colby has not lost in recent history,
will takeplace on October 12-13 at
Bates College in Lewiston, and the
New England Division 111
Championships will take place
October 18-20. Aboud hopes that
this year's squad will match last
year's number seven ranking,ordo
better.Q

Men's "B" Soccer
Sept: 14 Bridgeton Academy
24 Bates College
27 Bowdoin
Women's Volleyball
Sept. 17 Husson College at Unity College
21 Bowdoin Invitational Tournament
26 Thomas College
28 U. New Hampshire vs. Thomas College
28 U. New Hampshire vs. Colby
*Bold type designates a home game.

Field Hockey Set For
Season On The Road

captams Liz Frado '92, and Tookte
Folger '92,whom Coach Pluck feels
are the epitome of this
wmmmmmmmnmmmmmmiKmmtmam mamm
^
"hardworkingand creative group."
When you lookatthel991 Colby
Frado is coming off a season in
Women 's Field Hockey schedule, which she set the Colby record for
your first instinct would tell you offensive tackles in a season(lOl),
that the team is in for a long season. and she is a "strong captain" who
But Coach Deb Pluck is stubborn
anchors an experienced forward
enough - and smart enough - not to line,Plucksaid.Fradowillbejoined
think this. Instead she feels that a on the front line by All-State
schedule of four home games and
Michelle Rowell '92, and Tamiko
eight road games might Help the
Davies '93, a trio which should
young team (4-6-2 last year).
provideexcellent play-makingand
Being on the road "often takes scoringability. Also on the for ward
pressure off young players" Pluck
line is Adria Lowell '92, whose
said ,and thanks in part to "a strong "creativity and one-on-one ability"
returning sophomore group, this arc invaluable to the team, Pluck
year's team is yonng overall. But
said. In addition to Folger, K.K.
no matter how little pressure the Smith '92, will help anchor the
team feels, winning on the road defensive line.
takes strong performances from
Pluck feels that "teams need to
seasoned veterans, for despite it's h ave goals," and in order to reach
youth the team does have a solid
them they must relyon a "smooth
corps of veterans.
gellingprocess betweenyoungand
Coach Pluck has thirteen
old pl ayers,"which may beanother
uppcrclass players to, loqk-. to,, • Af thc4 tcam'$ stymgths * > . » * , <
including six seniors, two arc coContinued o» podge

By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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Tlie weiglit was worth it

photo by Ari Druker
The newly-renovatedweig ht room in the Fieldhouse opened in timef or the beginning of thefa ll semester.

Crossing New Country
Freshmen
to play key
role for men
By T.J. Winick

SPORTS EDITOR
Havinglost histopthreerunners
from last season's Division HI New
England Champion squad, one
would think Colby'sCross Country
Coach James Wescott would be
feelinga bit down. But Wescott has
reason to smile, for he firmly
believes this year's squad is his
strongest in his 14 years at Colby.
As for returnees, co-captains
GregoryRideout '92,and Benjamin
Trevor '93, are expected to duke it
out for the number one and two
positions.
"After the first two or three
spots,thingsbecome prettyunclear.
That's where I'm hoping the firstyearstudents will step up and make

Women looking
farther down
the road
By T.J. Winick
SPORTS EDITOR
¦_W_M-M->_-a_H-«.M _a_a__a_.¦.«
"We're looking at this season as
a rebuilding year," said Women's
Cross Country Coach Debbie
Aitken, now coaching for her
seventh year. After losing four of
her top seven runners from a squad
that finished third at State's and
fifth at NESCAC's last year, the
La dy Mules are now rebuilding
with a team that will featureeleven
first-year students.
Co-Captains Candace Killmer
'93( and Ppjly Sheridan '92,lead the

an impact."
Leading the strong crop of
freshmen is Darryl Sofield, a New
England Prep School Champ at
Northfield-Mount Hermon. Also
blazing first-year trails is Abraham
Rogers of Burlington H.S. in
Vermont.
Rogers was the 3000 meter state
champion, and is presently the
National Junior Triathalon
Champion in the 19 and under
category. He will leave the squad
for one weekin October to travel to
Australia to compete in the World
Junior Triathalon Championship.
Also hoping to fill the void left
by graduation are freshmen
Christian Citarella, John Dunbar,
Arthur Evans, Jeffrey Harrison,
Zach Ni ghtingale, Kareem Poyta,
Erik Stange, and Justin
Wasielewski.
I think the competition
amongst each other will beexcellent
for all of them," said Wescott.
Hopefully it will bring out the best
that this group has to offer."

When asked if he was worried
about ranking the ninners in time
for the first meet on September 14
at Mount Desert Island, Wescott
said, "no, not really. The cream
rises to the top fairly quickly."
The team will host two meets
this season. On September 28
Mayflower Hill will be the scene
for the Colby-Bowdoin-University
of Southern Maine Meet. On
Saturday, October 19, the White
Mules will host the State Meet.
Also hi ghlighting the seasonwill
be the NESCAC(New England
Small College Athletic Conference)
Meet on October 26, the New
England's on November 2, and the
New England Division III on
November 16.
"The way the season is
structured , there are no meets
which wecan afford to take lightly,"
said Wescott.
For now Wescott's goals are to
"finish in the top five in Division III
New England, as well as in the top
three at NESCAC's."Q

group into what should be an
exciting season. Also returningare
Jennifer Walker '94, who held the
number eight position last season,
and letter winners Kim Kennedy
'92, and Christine Messier '94.
Leading the talented group of
underclassmen is Michelle
Severance '94, an Ail-American as
a first-year student. Severance has
been battling tendonitis and is not
likely to ret urn to competition until
October 1.
Aitken's top prospect is Lenia
M. Ascenso '95, from Gloucester,
MA. At Gloucester Ascenso led her
team in the highly-competitive
Northeastern Conference. Aitken
expects the first-year student to be
in thc top five, and if healthy, to be
as high as number two.
"Lenia is agreat runner,and she
improved stcadilyeachycarinhigh
school. We're expecting big things
from her."., 4 t
,, (
. . . . . .. . . . . . .

Also looking to make an impact
in their first seasons are Leah R.
Babcock,Elizabeth Timm,and Erica
Troseth.
"If we can get healthy by midseason, we will be in pretty good
shape," said Aitken. "How much
success this team achieves will
depend on the physical condition
of the bunch."
After Mount Desert Island, the
team will travel to Southea stern
Massachusetts University for its
annual
invitational
meet.
Highlighting the season will be the
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin-Smith Meet
on September 28, the NESCAC
(N ew Eng land Small College
Athletic Conference) Meet on
October 26, and the New England
Division III on November 16.
"I think this team has a lot df
potential,"said Aitken. "And I think
we're capableof taking ashigh fifth
place at NESCAC's."Q
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Colby soccer *s old and new ready t o roll

Veteran men's team looks powerful
By Amy Vreeland

STAFF WRITER

Colby Men's soccer starts off its season
this Friday on the road against long-time
rival Middlebury, after last Saturday's 5-1
victory over the Alumni.
With seven starters and thirteen lettermen
returning this fall, the White Mules are a
"fairly veteran team" according to Coach
Mark Serdjenian 73, as most of the seniors
have started since .they were first-year
students. "We have the depth we need to
make it through a collegiate schedule."
"We are teal strong in the back with two
returning goalkeepers and three out of four
defenders," Serdjenian said. Pat Reed and
Eric Russman, two stars lost to graduation,
will be replaced by Rod Corey '93, and Pat
Sk -die '93,respectivelly. Kelly Flynn '94,and
Ethan Spencer '94, will move up from JV to
play a solid role this year with the varsity
team.
Team captains this year are Brian
Wiercinski '92, and Doug Oppenheimer '92.
Orientation and COOT scheduling this
year gave the first-years few opportunities to
practice with the team, said Wiercinski.
"It makes it harder to be fully prepared

for Middlebury becausewe don't know what
the first-years have to offer," he said.
The closeness of the team will play a key
role this year. Co-Captain Oppenheimer
stressed the importance of unity and
brotherhood to the White Mules (their motto
is "As One").
Another plus in the White Mules favor is
their excellent physical condition.
"The team as a whole came much better
physically prepared which enabled Coach to
concentrate more on tactical aspects during
practice," said Wiercinski.
Looking forward to Friday's game in
Vermont against, Oppenheimer feels that
Middlebury will givethe White Mules a gauge
on how the season will go. The New England
poll curren tly ranks Colby fourth and
Middlebury sixth, making the Middlebury
match an important one.
Last year's White Mules team had an
unbelievable undefeated regular season that
led them to the ECAC spmi-finals before
losing to Williams in a tough match.
"It will be hard to repeat last year," said
Serdjenian. "One ot the team's long-range
goals is to get back to the tournament. It's
unrealistic to say that we will be undefeated
again because there are so many factors."
With twenty-two first-years trying out,
Serdjenian feels there will also be a very good
JV to look at this year.Q

Football gearing
up for Trinit y

Coach Tom Austin with co-cap tains ten Baker'93 (I) and Rob DeLello '92(r).

By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Photo by An Druker

team. Although Austin would have liked
them on the field last year, he's more than
content
with their presence this year, and
If the 1991 Colby football team's roster
feels
that
these returnees "give us a
was a restaurant menu, everyone would be
tremendous crew of experience and gives us
ordering "depth," a White Mule specialty. If
wonderful competition for position, which
this were true of last year's 3-5 team, the
no doubt will make us abetter football team."
season might have been a differen t story.
In addition to maturity and sheer numbers,
Instead the White Mules often found
Austin
feels the White Mules will be strong
themselves overpowered and overmatched.
position-wise
on theoffensiveand defensive
What caused the sudden turn-around?
lines, a necessity for any winning football
Sixth-year Coach Tom Austin has been
team. Strength on the offensive line is
blessed with two recruiting classes, a l uxury
especially important for the White Mules,
that's reason enough for optimism. The first
group isthecnteringclassof freshman,whom who continue to employ much of last year's
"run-and-shoot " system, incorporating
Austin feels are "very encouraging, a good
mostly passing and movement options.
group with good speed."
Coach Austin has not yet decided if he
The second "recruiting class," former
Lambda Chis now returning to the gridiron,.' . - . will use Jirn.Dionmo '92,or Bobby Ward/93>
, - .. , .. < / , should be a positive influcnce,on this year's , , at .quarterback , , , / , . . , „ . .

Photoa by Ari Druker

Womens soccer teambattled the Alumnaethis past Saturday.

Many new faces for women's squad

weekend's Alumni game.
"This Saturday we did a pretty good job
STAFF WRITER
considering that we have not had the
opportunity to really work together," she
said.
A younger team than in previous years
Glynn admired the team's ability to pass
will hit the field today as the ColbyWomen's well up-front against the alumni, while
soccer team faces the University of New Hamilton said that there were "some really
England in the first-ever match between the good things happening on the field even
two schools.
though in the final score we lost 2-1."
Havinggraduated eight seniors,thisyear's
The varsity team practiced Monday for
team consists of six returning starters and the first timeand Igoe their first game against
many new players. Five starting positions UNE to be a good test of their abilities.
will be. open for Coach David LaLiberty to Hamilton also said that UNE would be a
f ill, but this task won't be difficult since he is warm-upfor Colby'smatchagainst Wheaton
confident in the quality of the first-year College,and would give the team a chance to
players this year. A total of thirteen players learn how they play together.
tried out and nine made the final varsity
LaLiberty feels that the team's game
squad.
schedule will work for them in the long run.
Team captains are Heather Hamilton '92,
"It is a good schedule because each game
Heather Glynn '92, and Margaret Igoe '92, will be a little tougher," he said. "It's a good
each of whom is "psyched" about the number way to gear up and workour way into playing
of good frosh they have seen. Each is also with each other."
looking forward to a fun year.
Glynn added that the team has the
The team takes form with goalkeepers potential to win a lot of games because there
Hamilton and Meredith Johnson '92, and are no clear favorites and each match will be
defensive players Glynn, Megan Fitzpatrick an equal challenge.
'94,and UVM transfer studentChristyEverett
"We need to take it game by game," said
'93. Offensive maneuverswillbe handledby Hamilton, "Some games are more important
midfielders Igoe,Catherine Donovan '93,and but the main thing we need to do is get our
Brooke Porteous '94.
scoring up. We have a strong backbone, and
"Our strength is in the mid field and in our we are always looking to improve our
goalkeeping and we plan on filling in from previous year's record."
there," said LaLiberty.
The assistant coach this year is former
Igoe feels that the freshmen will be able to Colby soccer player Carol Ann Beach '88. On
fill in some of the holes left by last years Friday the team will travel to Wheaton, and
seniors, as was demonstrated in last to theUniversity of Maine on the seventeeth.Q
By Amy Vreeland

"It could be Dioni2io or Ward or both," the strength of the unit. Opposition
Austin said, depending on "whoever's had ballcarriers will be thc ones who are blue
thebestweek/'Whetherit'sDionizioorWard when the "Smurfs," Greg Suffredini '93 and
running the off ense,each must rely on strong Eric DeCosta '93, take the field. Last year the
performances from theoffensive line. Austin "Smurfs" were in on 169 tackles, with
and the quarterbacks will be looking to tackle Suffredini leading the team with 102.
Chuck Thompson '92, Chuck DiGrande '92,
Austin laid out six goals for the Mules this
guards PetePerroni '92, Brian Qu inn '92,and season, and the first was for the players to
center Pete Ginolfi '92, for this strength.
report in shape, which he feels has been
The White Mulesarenot all about offense, accomplished.The sixth goal is to win five
and it should be their defense, which was gam es,a feat not achieved by a Colby football
weak last year, that tells the story for the team since 1979. One feat the Mules did
Mules. The defensive brigade is led by co- achieve last year was to capture its third
captain Rob DeLello '92, a linebacker who consecutive CBB title, and a fourth
joins Baker on and off the field as a team consecutive crown would be unprecedented
leader.
in NESCAC history.
The defensive line will ge* its strength
Austin scheduled a Sept. 13 scrimmage
from tackle Frank Toco '92, ends Sean Devine against Division I Dartmouth because he
'94, whose 87 tackles were second on the hopes that it will "force thc kids to play to
team last year, and Jon Granoff '94, and their potential." Hopefully for Austin and
nosctacklc Rich Wagcnknccht '94 (first on tho White Mules, that potential is as good as
team with four sacks).
a CBB crown,
and maybe a five-win scason.Q
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